How to increase scrap metals
trading profits with technology
A checklist for scrap trading businesses
Establishing a profitable trading operation as a
scrap metals business in the current economic
climate is challenging.

In this high-level checklist, discover what
profitable scrap trading firms already have in
place.

Success depends on the ability to identify trading
opportunities quickly, understand your P&L and
reduce costs across your logistics process.

Answer the following questions to identify your
gaps and consider the robust internal processes
you should adopt to increase trading margins.

Can you precisely track your mark-to-market positions,
risk exposures and P&L in real-time?
Profitable scrap metals businesses have an accurate view of their trading data in
real-time. Having clear visibility of critical business performance metrics supports
effective decision-making. You can react quickly to changing market conditions
and be first to take advantage of lucrative metals trading opportunities.

Do you confidently know what material
has been shipped and when?
With so many contractual commitments to keep track of, it can
be a challenge to ensure that each and every shipment can be
traced to their underlying contracts. With a trade management
system in place, you can monitor this easily to help ensure you
are meeting obligations to deadlines.

Can you view the status and balances of your inventory
across different locations from a central place?
Profitable scrap metals businesses know the transit status of
their products and what quantities are available – anywhere and
anytime. Real-time inventory management supports optimisation
of trading and storage locations. Traders can also act on sales
opportunities faster than competitors who work from legacy
manual processes.

Is your finance team spending several hours a day
manually reconciling data to match provisional to
final invoices?
Reliance on heavily manual tasks exposes the business to costly
human errors such as incorrectly entering price, weight or value
data. Introducing automation in the financial process increases
productivity and reduces resource costs. Ultimately this helps to
avoid payment delays, supporting healthier cashflows.

Are your traders having to manually gather and
format pricing data from several disparate sources?
With a trading system in place to present critical MtM and P&L data
transparently in real-time, you can free up your traders’ time from such
tasks. This will enable them to instead focus on interpreting the information
to make optimal trading decisions.

How thorough is traceability throughout your logistics network?
Regulators are placing more demands on metals trading market participants
to comply with this requirement. Scrap metals merchants are no exception.
Having transparent measures in place ensures traceability throughout your
network and supports associated audit requirements.

How orderly is your process of moving inventory between suppliers,
depots, warehouses and customers across borders with multi modal
transportation?
Astute scrap metals businesses are careful to avoid any unnecessary expenditure.
They value having instant access to the right documentation for planning,
tracking, collection and delivery processes. Having this data available in a single
trade management system helps avoid losses resulting from late deliveries.

How easily are you able to determine the
composition of multi-content metals and
calculate each constituent’s market value?
Optimising the value of your goods is key to increasing
profitability. Determining the value of multi-content metals
involves complex calculations. Having a system in place with
appropriate models and algorithms to accurately value their
goods helps to enable success.

To successfully trade scrap metals, having the right processes facilitated by a system in place will help you to:
Manage the cost of physical trading and apply any type of cost utilising either pre-set or
definable rules
Track inventory across multi-modal transit and in the warehouse
Securely store any trade / transit / storage related documentation
Monitor open positions with manage forward stock requirements
Quickly allocate inventory to sale deals
Validate associated TOM & cash positions to ensure hedge positions are not realised in error
Achieve visibility of P&L at both high and detailed levels
Report trading performance with dashboard views and create bespoke reports
Integrate easily with other systems within your IT environment such as General Ledger
More accurately price multi-content materials and their constituent metals

Are you ready?
Brady has proven expertise in helping scrap metals businesses run
efficient trading operations. We offer a software solution to address the
challenges described in this article. Let us help you to:

Identify profitable trading
opportunities quickly

Know what is impacting your
trading P&L at any time

Maintain a strong balance
sheet with efficient end of
month reporting

Efficiently manage
pre to post trade
documentation

Reduce CAPEX with
'out of the box' deployment

Increase productivity with
automated workflows

Learn more at www.bradytechnologies.com

